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A princess-themed, toilet-training 8x8 that is fit for the Royal Highness in your life!Every princess

needs her throne and this 8x8 with a perfed tiara with reward stickers is perfect for the little princess

learning to use the potty for the first time!With a helpful, step-by-step story that introduces girls to

the concept of toilet training, Princess Potty is a royal lesson that everyone needs to learn.
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I have so many amazing things to say about this adorable book that I got for my daughter for potty

training! But I do want to address something about the copy that I got first.Half of the pages of the

book that got sent to me were stapled backwards and upside down. So halfway through the story I

have to turn a bunch of pages and flip it upside down in order to keep reading the story. It was a bit

comical at first but honestly it was not a big deal. I wanted her to stay on the potty for as long as

possible anyways (especially depending on what number she was going) so flipping through pages

and finding the correct page wasn't a big deal. It's also a pretty easy and quick fix. Just take the

staples out, fix the pages and then staple the pages back up and voila it's fixed. I just didn't ever get

around to fixing it, we made some fun out of it, my daughter thought it was silly and we just kinda

moved on. So I'm not sure if anyone else had that issue except me but I wanted to make sure to



communicate that piece that way everyone knows what could they could potentially get.This book is

one of the main reasons why my baby girl is potty trained today. She is 2 1/2 years old, the girliest

of girls, loves anything princess, loves stickers and tiaras.. I'm pretty sure this book was made

specifically for her! It is so adorable and has the cutest little story about this princess and her story

of potty training on her royal throne. It has this punch out tiara that comes with it and lots of jewel

stickers to put on the tiara! So while my daughter was on the potty she was able to wear her tiara

and every time she put #1 and/or #2 in the potty she could add another sticker on her tiara (as well

as her other rewards that her daddy and I got her). She LOVED it!
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